1. Introduction
===============

The mechanisms of cell development, reproduction, differentiation, functioning and evolution, as well as those of gene expression in living organisms are important subjects of modern molecular and cellular biology researches. Direct imaging of events in individual cells \[[@B1-molecules-18-15357],[@B2-molecules-18-15357]\] and even in living organisms \[[@B3-molecules-18-15357]\] is one of the most widely used approaches for these studies. In general, any experimental intervention into intracellular processes leads to their modifications and distortion, thus the results may not adequately reflect the real situation in living organisms. In experimental research it is impossible to avoid completely such interventions, therefore such distortions have to be minimized. In this way, an imaging approach is less invasive and more suitable for observing individual events in cells compared to traditional biochemical methods that give averaged results for a pool of cells after specific experimental treatment that can affect native intracellular processes.

Storage, transfer, exchange and expression of genetic information in all organisms are realized through nucleic acids (DNA and RNA). At present, different classes of nucleic acids are being discovered and described, especially regarding RNA. A great volume of information beginning from primary structures up to fine regulation mechanisms in complex biological systems has accumulated in different publications and databases. Moreover, new high throughput sequencing methods \[[@B4-molecules-18-15357]\] permit one to obtain huge volumes of data concerning DNA and RNA primary structures and to reveal coding and non-coding regions, epigenetic modifications, *etc*. Finally these data also provide great progress in the understanding of genome organization in living organisms \[[@B5-molecules-18-15357]\].

Direct visual observation of nucleic acids *in vivo* requires new specific and sensitive probes for studies of DNA and RNA structure and their interactions with other cell components, their stability, their mobility and dynamics, and finally their functions in living cells. Construction of new instruments for rapid and reliable visual detection of genetic disorders, mutations and mobile genetic elements is also an important practical issue of these researches. This will open the way for new diagnostics of genetic diseases, cancers or viral and bacterial infections, as well as for the artificial regulation of genetic expression in living cells by using specific probe conjugates with oligonucleotides, peptides, biologically active substances, chemical or photochemical reactive agents and toxic drugs.

The direct observation of native double-stranded DNA in living cells is especially interesting. Limited information is available about the real structure of DNA in chromosomes and the fine mechanisms of DNA movement and rearrangement during the cell cycle. Labeling of specific DNA regions, such as centromeres, telomeres or other repeated sequences, by stable tightly bound probes that do not disturb drastically their biological properties will allow to observe them in dynamics in real time and to get ideas about their functional roles. With the improvement of method sensitivity, one can hope not only to detect separate genes, transposons or non-coding regions in real time and environment, but also to observe their availability in dynamics and to make conclusions about their interactions, their reciprocal movement and finally about mode of their functioning.

A large part of the publications concerning live cell imaging deals with the localization and visualization of intracellular structures such as cellular organelles, chromosomes, proteins and small molecules, as well as total DNA and RNA. The existing methods are either label-free or involve labeled probes. Raman confocal microscopy \[[@B6-molecules-18-15357],[@B7-molecules-18-15357]\] is an example of label-free imaging in living cells. Using immunofluorescence signals as references, Klein *et al*. \[[@B6-molecules-18-15357]\] managed to identify cell components such as nucleus, endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi apparatus and mitochondria by Raman spectroscopy. Construction of a Raman microscope equipped with both a slit-scanning excitation and detection system and a laser beam steering and tracking device has been described and used for the detection of small molecule tags and for studying the dynamic properties of cells, such as cellular transport pathways and DNA synthesis \[[@B7-molecules-18-15357]\].

An example of non-fluorescent imaging with labeled biologically active molecules is the positron emission tomography (PET) technique, which is based on the labeling by radionuclides--positron emitters \[[@B8-molecules-18-15357]\]. The isotope ^18^F is often applied for substrate labeling *in vitro* and *in vivo*. The use of ^18^F-glucose allows labeling of biological molecules *in situ*. In case of nucleic acids, chemical labeling by positron-emitting isotope reagents is used \[[@B8-molecules-18-15357],[@B9-molecules-18-15357]\].

Fluorescent labeling and fluorescence microscopy are the most common methods for live cell imaging. Great improvements have been achieved in image resolution (see review \[[@B10-molecules-18-15357]\]). Discovery of [G]{.ul}reen [F]{.ul}luorescent [P]{.ul}rotein (GFP, for which the 2008 Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to Shimomura Chalfie, and Tsien) and the improvement of the protein properties by multiple mutations and development of a multicolor imaging with fluorescent proteins \[[@B11-molecules-18-15357],[@B12-molecules-18-15357],[@B13-molecules-18-15357],[@B14-molecules-18-15357]\] have provided significant advances in this area. It has been shown that gene-engineering fusion of functional proteins with GFP and other fluorescent proteins does not destroy biological and fluorescent properties of both fused components. It has also opened a new way for DNA and RNA imaging by fluorescence microscopy.

Modern microscopes are very sensitive and sophisticated instruments. However, their sensitivity is not high enough to detect a signal from one fluorophore molecule bound to a unique DNA or RNA sequence. Thus the target sequence must be relatively abundant. In case of RNA, it is a question of a number of transcribed copies. For genomic DNA, repeated DNA sequences are the most convenient objects for probing. In a majority of studies, these repeats that are localized in specific loci of chromosomes, such as centromeres or telomeres, have been used as the targets. Local concentration of the desired sequence is quite high and can be detected with the fluorescent probes. One class of repeats is found in centromere and pericentromere regions of chromosomes \[[@B15-molecules-18-15357]\]. Their functions are not yet completely understood. They participate in sister chromatid segregation and cohesion and in the coordination of chromosome movement during mitosis, but there are also evidences that they could have many other unknown functions. The centromeres have two types of repeats: major and minor satellites. These repeated sequences cover several millions of base pairs. The major satellites are 10--20 times larger in number \[[@B15-molecules-18-15357]\]. Telomeres are localized at the ends of chromosomes; they play an important role in the cellular life cycle. Their length is shortened with cell ageing. The maintenance of telomere length leads to the cell immortalization, so the size of telomere regions is directly linked to the oncogenesis \[[@B16-molecules-18-15357],[@B17-molecules-18-15357],[@B18-molecules-18-15357]\].

The following requirements must be taken into account when designing fluorescent probes in view of their use for nucleic acid imaging in living cells: high affinity and specificity for the target nucleic acid sequence,good cellular penetration and ability to reach its nucleic acid target in cells,stability of probes under physiological conditions,minimal cytotoxicity,minimal distortion of cellular functions,simple detection in living cells after excitation with non-harmful visible light,modulation of fluorescence spectra upon interaction with a target,high signal to background ratio.

This review deals with the fluorescent probes used in fixed and living cells that are adapted or could potentially be adapted for direct dynamic observation of native DNA and RNA during cell cycle using fluorescence microscopy. It covers the principles of probe design for this purpose as well.

2. Probes for Double-Stranded DNA Imaging by Fluorescence
=========================================================

2.1. DNA Imaging in Fixed Cells and Method FISH
-----------------------------------------------

Currently, progress in sequence-specific DNA imaging by fluorescence microscopy has been achieved in a large part by employing the fluorescent hybridization *in situ* (FISH) method \[[@B19-molecules-18-15357],[@B20-molecules-18-15357],[@B21-molecules-18-15357],[@B22-molecules-18-15357]\]. This technique is based on a chemical fixation of cells and denaturation of DNA, followed by hybridization of denatured single-stranded DNA inside the cells with fluorescent probes (labeled oligonucleotides or long DNA fragments). It provides a unique opportunity to study nucleic acids directly in the context of their nuclear environment. Labeled PCR fragments and synthetic oligonucleotides, as well as modified analogues, such as PNA \[[@B23-molecules-18-15357],[@B24-molecules-18-15357],[@B25-molecules-18-15357]\] or LNA \[[@B26-molecules-18-15357],[@B27-molecules-18-15357],[@B28-molecules-18-15357],[@B29-molecules-18-15357]\] can be used as hybridization probes. An increased sensitivity can be achieved by using combinatorial mixtures of labeled oligonucleotides targeted to one gene (COMBO-FISH) \[[@B30-molecules-18-15357],[@B31-molecules-18-15357],[@B32-molecules-18-15357]\]. The development of this technique significantly contributes to improvement of our understanding of the cell nuclear organization. However, the FISH method is not compatible with the observations in living cells.

2.2. Non-Specific DNA Detection and Staining
--------------------------------------------

Non-specific double-stranded DNA detection and visualization can be monitored using intercalating \[[@B33-molecules-18-15357],[@B34-molecules-18-15357]\] or minor groove-binding fluorophores, such as 4\',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, [Figure 1](#molecules-18-15357-f001){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@B35-molecules-18-15357]\], Hoechst 33258 and others \[[@B34-molecules-18-15357]\]. Among several studied fluorophores, only Hoechst 33258 and DRAQ5 demonstrate good cell penetration properties and are suitable for live cell DNA staining \[[@B34-molecules-18-15357]\].

![DNA visualization in fixed murine 3T3 cell nucleus using minor groove binder 4\',6-diamino-2-phenylindole (DAPI). The image was kindly provided by Dr. C. Escudé (CNRS, UMR 7196, Paris, France).](molecules-18-15357-g001){#molecules-18-15357-f001}

2.3. Sequence-Specific DNA Labeling
-----------------------------------

The Weinhold group has proposed an interesting method of the sequence specific dsDNA labeling using natural sequence-specific enzymes and synthetic substrates ([Figure 2](#molecules-18-15357-f002){ref-type="fig"}). DNA methyltransferases are enzymes that methylate specific sequences of the target DNA using S-adenosyl methionine as a substrate. In the case of the Weinhold's approach, instead of S-adenosyl methionine, an artificial fluorescent substrate with the chemically active aziridine group was used. Thus, instead of methyl group, a fluorescent label can be inserted into DNA target sequence \[[@B36-molecules-18-15357],[@B37-molecules-18-15357],[@B38-molecules-18-15357]\]. However, this method is too far from the *in vivo* applications because it requires the presence of methylases of desired specificity in cells, as well as a synthetic chemical substrate that can be cytotoxic.

2.4. Fluorescent Antibodies for DNA Imaging
-------------------------------------------

The use of structure-specific antibodies against C5-bromouridine inserted into nascent DNA *in situ* \[[@B39-molecules-18-15357]\], against chromosomal loci \[[@B40-molecules-18-15357]\] or against specific DNA structures \[[@B41-molecules-18-15357]\] allows visualizing *de novo* DNA synthesis or particular DNA structures and complexes (centromeres, telomeres, G-quadruplexes). The antibodies are not really sequence-specific. They are more suitable for fixed and permeabilized cells because of their bad cell penetration. However, this technique is quite powerful. It has allowed, for example, to demonstrate for the first time the existence of G-quadruplexes not only *in vitro*, but in cellular environments \[[@B41-molecules-18-15357]\].

![DNA sequence-specific labeling using DNA methyltransferase and fluorescent aziridinyl derivative of adenosine as its substrate instead of S-adenosylmethionine \[[@B36-molecules-18-15357],[@B37-molecules-18-15357],[@B38-molecules-18-15357]\].](molecules-18-15357-g002){#molecules-18-15357-f002}

2.5. Fused GFP and Other Color Proteins as DNA-Specific Probes
--------------------------------------------------------------

Concerning the direct observation of specific DNA sequences in living cells, much less publications and achievements can be cited as compared to the FISH method. Approaches for DNA visualization are based mainly on the use of artificial gene constructs engineered to express different specific DNA-binding peptides and proteins fused with fluorescent proteins (GFP and other "colored proteins") directly in cells ([Figure 3](#molecules-18-15357-f003){ref-type="fig"}). In this area, a very impressive work has been done by Sugimoto *et al*. \[[@B42-molecules-18-15357]\]. They managed to express in living cells five different DNA-binding proteins participating in the chromosome segregation (CENP-A, centromere-specific histone, histone H3, importin-α and α-tubulin) fused with fluorescent proteins of various colors. The result of this work was a direct observation by multicolor fluorescent microscopy of the chromosome segregation dynamics upon mitosis in modified human cancer cells. Engineered gene constructs expressing DNA-binding proteins targeted to specific bacterial DNA regions and fused with GFP have also been used for studying of bacterial chromosomes \[[@B43-molecules-18-15357]\].

As previously mentioned, telomeres are attractive objects for direct intracellular observations. As telomere-specific probes, proteins of the telomere complex, such as TRF1 and TRF2, fused with fluorescent proteins are used \[[@B44-molecules-18-15357],[@B45-molecules-18-15357]\]. This approach involves the development of gene constructs and modified transfected cell strains. It is not simple and easy in application. In addition, target DNA after interaction is not in a native state, but in a complex with voluminous proteins. This is against the principle of "minimal intervention".

![DNA imaging in living cells with fused proteins containing GFP and site-specific or sequence-specific proteins.](molecules-18-15357-g003){#molecules-18-15357-f003}

2.6. Hybridization with Oligonucleotide Analogs in Living Cells
---------------------------------------------------------------

Sequence-specific fluorescence imaging of native DNA in living cells is not an easy task. In the native state, genome DNA is a double-stranded molecule and a part of the complex chromatin structure. Thus it is not accessible for hybridization with complementary oligonucleotide probes. The DNA should be either denatured or targeted by special probes recognizing specifically DNA sequences in a double-stranded state without denaturation. Otherwise, this approach relies on existence of locally depleted or single-stranded DNA regions (as in telomeres that have single-stranded DNA at their 3\'-ends). Local DNA unwinding can also proceed during some dynamic rearrangements and processes such as transcription, recombination or repair.

The use of fluorescent peptide nucleic acids (PNA) for telomere probing has been described \[[@B46-molecules-18-15357]\]. PNA can also interact with DNA via triple helix formation or strand displacement generating duplex-loop structure that disturbs the native DNA structure. In addition, PNA has a serious drawback: it does not penetrate into living cells and requires using of microinjection, permeabilization by pore-forming toxins (as streptolysin-O) or other invasive cell delivery methods \[[@B47-molecules-18-15357]\].

Several examples of modified oligonucleotides probes suitable for detection of both ssDNA and RNA will be discussed below in the [Section 4](#sec4-molecules-18-15357){ref-type="sec"}. Triple helix formation of linear oligonucleotides and their analogues with dsDNA is reviewed in [Section 2.8](#sec2dot8-molecules-18-15357){ref-type="sec"}.

2.7. Sequence-Specific Proteins Recognizing Double-Stranded DNA (Zinc Fingers, TALE)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To date, several classes of natural and synthetic compounds are known to recognize specific sequences of the double-stranded DNA and to bind them \[[@B48-molecules-18-15357],[@B49-molecules-18-15357],[@B50-molecules-18-15357],[@B51-molecules-18-15357]\]. One natural source of DNA-recognizing peptides is the family of proteins called transcription factors. Several polypeptide probes and artificial nucleases have been constructed on the basis of these factors using gene-engineering methods. In the beginning of the 2000s many laboratories were developing "zinc fingers", peptide structures that originate from the DNA-binding domains of eukaryotic transcription factors ("zinc proteins") containing zinc ions linked to helical peptide structure through two histidines and two cysteines or through four cysteines \[[@B51-molecules-18-15357],[@B52-molecules-18-15357],[@B53-molecules-18-15357]\]. Using gene engineering, specific fluorescent probes for live cell imaging in plants (*Arabidopsis*) and centromere repeats in mouse were constructed from a specific polydactyl zinc finger fragments fused with the green fluorescent protein (GFP) \[[@B54-molecules-18-15357]\]. However, currently, zinc fingers are progressively replaced by new sequence-specific peptides called transcription activator-like effectors (TALE). These proteins come from transcription factors of plant bacteria *Xanthomonas spp* that are able to change genetic expression in the host plants \[[@B55-molecules-18-15357],[@B56-molecules-18-15357]\]. Each element of a TALE polypeptide contains 33--35 amino acids. The nature of the 12-th and 13-th amino acids determines the recognition code ([Figure 4](#molecules-18-15357-f004){ref-type="fig"}); one specific combination of the amino acids in these positions corresponds to one base pair. This property of TALEs has been used for the construction of artificial nucleases (TALEN) by fusing TALEs with the cleaving fragment of Fok1 nuclease \[[@B57-molecules-18-15357],[@B58-molecules-18-15357],[@B59-molecules-18-15357]\]. TALEN are able to modify genomic DNA by the induction of directed mutations. The spatial structure of the DNA-TALE complexes has been elucidated by crystallography \[[@B56-molecules-18-15357]\]. This is also an opportunity for construction of fluorescent probes based on the fusion of TALEs with fluorescent proteins.

However, design of zinc fingers and TALEs is not a simple procedure. Like for structure or region-specific probes, it must include gene-engineering operations, such as plasmid construction and cloning, fusion and insertion of TALE and fluorescent protein genes, verification of fluorescent and functional properties of the resulting proteins and then cell transfection.

![(**a**) Primary structure of the TALE element recognizing one base pair. 12-th and 13-th amino acids (XX in red) determine the element specificity. (**b**) Recognition code of the TALE elements \[[@B55-molecules-18-15357]\].](molecules-18-15357-g004){#molecules-18-15357-f004}

2.8. Triplex-Forming Oligonucleotides {#sec2dot8-molecules-18-15357}
-------------------------------------

Besides natural peptides and their engineered derivatives, only two classes of synthetic molecules are able to recognize and to bind double-stranded DNA sequence-specifically without duplex denaturation. They are triplex-forming oligonucleotides (TFO) \[[@B60-molecules-18-15357],[@B61-molecules-18-15357]\] and N-methylpyrrole/N-methylimidazole polyamide minor groove binders \[[@B62-molecules-18-15357],[@B63-molecules-18-15357]\]. TFO can recognize long (12--30 base pairs) oligopurine tracts and bind to dsDNA major groove via Hoogsteen or reverse Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds ([Figure 5](#molecules-18-15357-f005){ref-type="fig"}). In order to form an additional hydrogen bond, they require slightly acidic pH for cytosine protonation. In physiological conditions, triple helices are often quite unstable \[[@B64-molecules-18-15357],[@B65-molecules-18-15357],[@B66-molecules-18-15357],[@B67-molecules-18-15357],[@B68-molecules-18-15357],[@B69-molecules-18-15357]\]. In addition, the intracellular penetration of the nucleic acids requires the use of transfection agents or mild methods of permeabilization. On the other hand, oligonucleotides are easy to synthesize and they are commercially available. Moreover, their labeling by fluorophores is well developed \[[@B70-molecules-18-15357],[@B71-molecules-18-15357]\].

![(**a**) DNA triple helix: polypurine strand (red), polypyrimidine strand (cyan) and third polypyrimidine strand (yellow) in a major groove of the duplex. (**b**) Examples of Hoogsteen triplets C:G-C and T:A-T.](molecules-18-15357-g005){#molecules-18-15357-f005}

Several years ago a new class of triplex-forming oligonucleotides was synthesized: twisted intercalating nucleic acids (TINA) \[[@B72-molecules-18-15357],[@B73-molecules-18-15357],[@B74-molecules-18-15357],[@B75-molecules-18-15357]\]. Due to presence of the intercalating pyrene residue in a special spatial configuration, these oligonucleotides form stable triplexes with target dsDNA; the antiparallel triplexes being more stable compared to the parallel ones. The presence of several pyrene residues in the third strands prevents G-quadruplex formation and provides implication of G-rich sequences into triple helix, in contrast to "natural" oligonucleotides \[[@B75-molecules-18-15357]\]. In addition, the pyrene moiety is naturally fluorescent ([Figure 6](#molecules-18-15357-f006){ref-type="fig"}).

![TINA (Twisted Intercalating Nucleic Acid) monomer.](molecules-18-15357-g006){#molecules-18-15357-f006}

Fluorescent triplex-forming oligonucleotides have been used for microscopic detection of dsDNA \[[@B76-molecules-18-15357],[@B77-molecules-18-15357]\]. Additionally, TFO have been applied in COMBO-FISH \[[@B32-molecules-18-15357]\] and TISH methods (TISH, triplex *in situ* hybridization) \[[@B78-molecules-18-15357]\]. TISH method has been also adapted to physiological temperatures and pH (C. Escudé, private communication). However, all these works have been done with fixed cells because the background fluorescence of non-bound oligonucleotides is too high, and intensive washing of cells is necessary before imaging to remove their excess and to decrease background fluorescent signal. The forthcoming progress in live cell experiments requires new methods and probes allowing the observation of only target-bound molecules. The main problem of all the native and modified triplex-forming oligonucleotides is their weak intracellular delivery. Development and application of new soft transfection reagents and procedures, as well as mild methods of probe delivery to target sites are needed.

2.9. Polyamide N-methylpyrrole---N-methylimidazole Minor Groove Binders
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Polyamide minor groove binders (MGB) seem to be the most promising candidates for dsDNA sequence-specific intracellular targeting. The classic commonly used polyamides consist of two blocks of N-methylpyrrole (Py)/N-methylimidazole (Im) carboxamides linked by γ-aminobutyric acid \[[@B79-molecules-18-15357]\] or other linkers \[[@B80-molecules-18-15357],[@B81-molecules-18-15357],[@B82-molecules-18-15357]\]. These two blocks form an antiparallel hairpin in which each pair of carboxamide residues is a base pair recognition unit ([Figure 7](#molecules-18-15357-f007){ref-type="fig"}). Polyamide minor groove binders interact with the DNA via hydrogen and van der Waals bonds. The recognition code is quite simple: Py/Py pair recognizes A-T or T-A, Py/Im--G-C, and Im/Py--C-G. Additional pyrrole ring modification or insertion of different heterocyclic aromatic rings allows distinguishing between A-T and T-A pairs \[[@B79-molecules-18-15357],[@B83-molecules-18-15357]\]. Their synthesis is relatively simple \[[@B84-molecules-18-15357],[@B85-molecules-18-15357],[@B86-molecules-18-15357]\]. In contrast to TFO, they are not limited by the particularities of the target sequence, their interaction is not dependent on pH and salt concentrations \[[@B87-molecules-18-15357],[@B88-molecules-18-15357],[@B89-molecules-18-15357],[@B90-molecules-18-15357]\], and they have high affinity for dsDNA but lower specificity because of their shorter length. For a standard hairpin ligand the length of the recognized sequence is no more than 6 base pairs. In order to increase their affinity and specificity for target DNA, different chemical modifications can be introduced. Often the polyamides are conjugated to other gene-specific molecules as TFOs or other MGBs \[[@B91-molecules-18-15357],[@B92-molecules-18-15357],[@B93-molecules-18-15357],[@B94-molecules-18-15357]\]. Good results were obtained by using tandem systems, where two or more hairpin polyamides interacting with neighboring DNA sequences are linked covalently \[[@B95-molecules-18-15357],[@B96-molecules-18-15357],[@B97-molecules-18-15357]\]. These modifications do not only increase the ligand specificity, but also improve their affinity \[[@B97-molecules-18-15357]\].

![Structure of hairpin N-methylpyrrole/N-methylimidazole polyamides and code of DNA recognition upon their binding to DNA minor groove \[[@B79-molecules-18-15357]\].](molecules-18-15357-g007){#molecules-18-15357-f007}

Different functional groups can be inserted into the terminal and central positions of the polyamide molecules for their additional chemical modifications, including fluorophore labeling. Fluorescent MGBs have been used to study their interactions with DNA and to detect DNA *in vitro* and in living cells \[[@B98-molecules-18-15357],[@B99-molecules-18-15357],[@B100-molecules-18-15357],[@B101-molecules-18-15357],[@B102-molecules-18-15357],[@B103-molecules-18-15357],[@B104-molecules-18-15357],[@B105-molecules-18-15357],[@B106-molecules-18-15357],[@B107-molecules-18-15357]\]. For review, see \[[@B108-molecules-18-15357]\].

Research in the last decade has demonstrated the ability of MGB to penetrate into living cells without transfecting agents and to reach their intracellular targets, thus they are good candidates for the application in living systems \[[@B81-molecules-18-15357],[@B104-molecules-18-15357],[@B108-molecules-18-15357],[@B109-molecules-18-15357],[@B110-molecules-18-15357],[@B111-molecules-18-15357],[@B112-molecules-18-15357]\]. It was found that MGB uptake and *in cellulo* distribution, as well as their pharmacokinetics, toxicity and biodistribution in organs *in vivo*, depend on structural peculiarities of polyamides: pyrrole/imidazole contents and their order, nature and size of the linker between two oligopyrrole/oligoimidazole blocks, replacement of N-methylpyrrole residue by ß-alanine, modifications at the polyamide termini, polyamide cyclization, *etc*. \[[@B81-molecules-18-15357],[@B105-molecules-18-15357],[@B113-molecules-18-15357],[@B114-molecules-18-15357],[@B115-molecules-18-15357]\].

The ability of fluorescent polyamide tandems with enhanced specificity to label the telomeric repeats was demonstrated by the Laemmli's laboratory using the FISH method in fixed cells of insects and vertebrates \[[@B107-molecules-18-15357]\]. Another polyamide tandem against human and mouse telomeres was recently synthesized by Sugiyama's team and successfully applied for labeling of telomeres in mouse MC12 and human HeLa cells \[[@B116-molecules-18-15357]\]. Given the ability of minor groove binders to penetrate into living cells, these works open the way to their use *in cellulo*. Dervan *et al*. have already applied ^18^F-labeled polyamides for positron emission tomography *in vivo* imaging to study their biodistribution in mice \[[@B9-molecules-18-15357]\]. However, the main difficulty of fluorescence microscopy imaging is a very high background of non-bound probe in living cells. While fixed cells could be easily washed from non-bound probes, in living cells other approaches have to be used. May be, it is a reason, why there are not so many publications on the subject. One can cite the work of Hsu and Dervan \[[@B104-molecules-18-15357]\] to determine polyamide concentration in cells, as well as a recent publication by Peng *et al*. \[[@B110-molecules-18-15357]\], who have used a non-specific minor groove binding probe different from sequence-specific polyamides.

3. Choice of Approaches and Fluorophores for Live Cell Applications
===================================================================

As it has been already mentioned, an important requirement for living cell observations is a possibility to detect a real signal from target-bound probes on the background fluorescence of non-bound molecules that penetrate into cells. It is a problem for both DNA and RNA *in cellulo* detection.

In order to circumvent the problems of the high fluorescence background, several approaches have been proposed. The first way is to use single linear probes and fluorophores that change their fluorescence spectra upon interaction with the target DNA, *i.e.*, fluorescence intensity (light-up probes) and/or maximum of emission spectrum (red or blue shift) \[[@B77-molecules-18-15357],[@B103-molecules-18-15357],[@B117-molecules-18-15357],[@B118-molecules-18-15357]\]. In this case, the desired signal will be seen as a bright point or as a point of different color within the fluorescent background. For example, linear perylene-conjugated pyrrole polyamide has been shown to be a sequence-specific light-up probe \[[@B103-molecules-18-15357]\]. It becomes fluorescent in the presence of DNA, especially upon formation of a sequence-specific heterodimer complex with the other linear polyamide in the minor groove of the telomere DNA fragment. Authors have demonstrated that upon interaction with DNA a transfer of energy occurs between the pyrrole moiety and the perylene residue, giving rise to a strong fluorescence emission.

However, the popular fluorophore fluorescein and also several other widely used fluorescent dyes do not possess the desired properties. According to the literature, the best fluorophores that fulfill these requirements are the cyanine dyes \[[@B119-molecules-18-15357],[@B120-molecules-18-15357]\]. A large variety of these dyes is accessible commercially. Among them, the most widely used are thiazole orange \[[@B77-molecules-18-15357],[@B100-molecules-18-15357],[@B117-molecules-18-15357],[@B118-molecules-18-15357]\], Cy3 and Cy5 \[[@B121-molecules-18-15357]\] ([Figure 8](#molecules-18-15357-f008){ref-type="fig"}). New synthetic polymethine cyanines developed by Yarmoluk's laboratory are also promising \[[@B122-molecules-18-15357],[@B123-molecules-18-15357],[@B124-molecules-18-15357],[@B125-molecules-18-15357],[@B126-molecules-18-15357]\]. They change both fluorescence intensity and emission spectra upon interaction with nucleic acid targets.

![Cyanine fluorophores Cy3 and Cy5.](molecules-18-15357-g008){#molecules-18-15357-f008}

The other way is to use fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) \[[@B127-molecules-18-15357],[@B128-molecules-18-15357]\]. When two fluorophores (donor and acceptor) are in the close proximity, excitation of the donor results in transmission of the energy to the acceptor, which emits light with a different spectrum. If the light filter does not transmit the donor background emission, only acceptor fluorescence is seen when the donor is excited ([Figure 9](#molecules-18-15357-f009){ref-type="fig"}). Couples of cyanine dyes, for example Cy3 and Cy5, are able to transfer excitation energy and can be used for FRET experiments \[[@B46-molecules-18-15357],[@B129-molecules-18-15357],[@B130-molecules-18-15357]\].

![Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET).](molecules-18-15357-g009){#molecules-18-15357-f009}

Pyrene is a molecule that is excited at 340--345 nm, and emits fluorescence at 370--400 nm. However, when two pyrene residues are in close proximity, they form a complex called excimer that emits fluorescence at 480--485 nm \[[@B131-molecules-18-15357]\]. The use of pyrene couples attached to probes is another approach, conceptually similar to FRET. In addition, pyrene excimer fluorescence can increase upon hybridization with nucleic acids, a property that can be exploited for RNA or single-stranded DNA \[[@B132-molecules-18-15357],[@B133-molecules-18-15357],[@B134-molecules-18-15357]\]. The drawback of using pyrene is its requirement for near-ultraviolet excitation light that can be damaging for cells, does not penetrate into tissues and can produce background protein fluorescence.

In general, the use of FRET between two fluorescent molecules is a particular case of so called "binary probe" approach, where two components of the probe directed to the adjacent regions of the target nucleic acid form a complex generating fluorescence signal. For example, such complex is able to bind a specific fluorophore due to formation of its binding site formed by two components, or generate (catalyze) a reaction leading to the appearance of fluorescence in the targeted region (for details, see [Section 4.4.2](#sec4dot4dot2-molecules-18-15357){ref-type="sec"} and [Section 4.4.3](#sec4dot4dot3-molecules-18-15357){ref-type="sec"}).

The "binary probes" approach is described in details in several recent reviews \[[@B135-molecules-18-15357],[@B136-molecules-18-15357],[@B137-molecules-18-15357]\] and, as it was indicated, will be discussed in the next section, because, being suitable for dsDNA, this approach is more frequently developed and used for cellular RNA imaging.

Concerning multicolor detection, a very interesting series of fluorophores has been developed by Kool's team. Using DNA synthesizer, they obtained DNA or RNA-like short oligomers ([Figure 10](#molecules-18-15357-f010){ref-type="fig"}) in which different fluorophores are directly attached to a deoxyribose or ribose backbone in place of natural bases \[[@B138-molecules-18-15357]\].

!["Oligodeoxyfluorosides" (F1, F2, F3, F4, ... ---different fluorophore residues).](molecules-18-15357-g010){#molecules-18-15357-f010}

These "multichromophores" or "oligodeoxyfluorosides" reveal various fluorescence spectra and emit light of various colors from violet to red after excitation by long-wavelength UV light at 340--380 nm. These oligofluorophores penetrate into cells, accumulate in the cytoplasm and are retained there for a long time. These properties allowed real-time monitoring and tracking of dynamic living biological systems such as zebrafish embryos, invertebrate shrimps *Artemia salina*, ciliate protozoan *Paramecium caudatum* and others \[[@B139-molecules-18-15357]\]. Multicolor fluorescent antibodies have been obtained by conjugation to olidodeoxyfluorosides \[[@B140-molecules-18-15357]\]. Properties and applications of these probes have been described in a recent review \[[@B141-molecules-18-15357]\] and will not be discussed here because these fluorophores have never been used for cellular nucleic acid imaging. It is a little surprising that, to our knowledge, the authors did not yet realize synthesis of sequence-specific probes first with natural nucleic acid targeting sequences and then artificial fluorescent synthons as fluorophores.

4. Probes for RNA and Single-Stranded DNA Imaging by Fluorescence {#sec4-molecules-18-15357}
=================================================================

There are many more publications and reviews about live-cell detection and visualization of intracellular RNA than of native dsDNA. Different classes of coding and non-coding RNA accomplish various functions from genetic information transfer to regulation of genetic and epigenetic processes. In the past, the most current subjects of research were messenger, ribosomal and transfer RNAs. However, more recent researches have demonstrated existence of many other different classes of RNA as long non-coding \[[@B142-molecules-18-15357]\], catalytic \[[@B143-molecules-18-15357],[@B144-molecules-18-15357]\], natural antisense \[[@B145-molecules-18-15357]\] and many small non-coding RNAs (nuclear and nucleolar, micro-, Piwi-interacting, small interfering, transacting, small scanning and other RNAs) \[[@B136-molecules-18-15357]\]. They all are non-coding transcripts that play an active role in gene expression and regulation \[[@B146-molecules-18-15357],[@B147-molecules-18-15357],[@B148-molecules-18-15357]\]. There are also non-coding RNAs transcribed from centromere and pericentromere repeats of chromosomes \[[@B149-molecules-18-15357],[@B150-molecules-18-15357],[@B151-molecules-18-15357],[@B152-molecules-18-15357],[@B153-molecules-18-15357],[@B154-molecules-18-15357]\]. Functions of these transcripts are still unknown (for review, see \[[@B155-molecules-18-15357],[@B156-molecules-18-15357]\]). Some of them were demonstrated to affect the interaction of centromeres with chromatin proteins resulting in the distortions of sister chromatid cohesion \[[@B149-molecules-18-15357]\]. Studies of the non-coding transcripts by direct observation is a very intriguing task that can reveal their biological role and functions. It must be noted that a part of probes potentially suitable for single-stranded RNA imaging were developed using the ssDNA as a target. These probes will be also discussed in this section.

4.1. Fused Fluorescent Proteins
-------------------------------

GFP and related fluorescent proteins were adapted for detection and visualization of RNA *in vivo* \[[@B136-molecules-18-15357],[@B157-molecules-18-15357],[@B158-molecules-18-15357]\] ([Figure 11](#molecules-18-15357-f011){ref-type="fig"}).

![Bacteriophage MS2 genetic encoding system for RNA detection using genetically modified RNA and GFP fused with MS2 capsid protein.](molecules-18-15357-g011){#molecules-18-15357-f011}

Two engineered plasmids are expressed in the living cells. The first one codes for the green fluorescent protein fused with the RNA-binding protein from the MS2 bacteriophage. The second one codes for the reporter RNA that contains in its 3\'-untranslated region several copies of a unique hairpin fragment from the MS2 genome that interacts with the MS2 RNA-binding protein. Nuclear localization signal is also inserted into the protein tag. Binding of the fluorescent tag to the reporter RNA can generate a strong fluorescent signal \[[@B159-molecules-18-15357],[@B160-molecules-18-15357]\]. Modified target RNA gene can be integrated into the cell genome by a homologous recombination with PCR-amplified products \[[@B161-molecules-18-15357]\]. This approach has been used to design several genetically encoded systems for the direct observation of intracellular RNA dynamics \[[@B157-molecules-18-15357]\]. However, this method is based on artificial gene constructions and not on natural cell components. It depends on plasmid transfection and intracellular expression of the tags and reporter RNA. In addition, high background fluorescence is observed in this case.

4.2. Linear Fluorescent Oligonucleotide Probes
----------------------------------------------

In the case of single-stranded RNA, independently of its structure and functions, only synthetic complementary oligonucleotides or nucleic acid fragments are able to provide efficient sequence-specific recognition. The probe binding has to compete with secondary and tertiary RNA structures and binding of multiple RNA-binding proteins. To date, a large experience has been accumulated in the use of different natural and modified oligonucleotide probes in living cells. We address the reader to several recent reviews in which all the achievements and the problems of the methods are thoroughly described \[[@B1-molecules-18-15357],[@B162-molecules-18-15357],[@B163-molecules-18-15357],[@B164-molecules-18-15357]\]. Here we just briefly list the methods used for RNA intracellular imaging.

As in the case of DNA, linear fluorescently labeled oligonucleotide probes are not good enough because of their bad cellular uptake and high background fluorescence, except in cases where the fluorescence is strongly modulated upon the probe-RNA interaction. One interesting example was demonstrated *in vitro* with an oligonucleotide containing both acridine and fluorescein at the same 5\'-terminus of the probe \[[@B165-molecules-18-15357]\] ([Figure 12](#molecules-18-15357-f012){ref-type="fig"}).

![Linear complementary fluorescent probe with fluorophore and quencher at the 5\'-terminus. When the quencher intercalates into duplex formed upon hybridization, the fluorescence appears \[[@B165-molecules-18-15357]\].](molecules-18-15357-g012){#molecules-18-15357-f012}

When this oligonucleotide is alone, the acridine residue quenches fluorophore fluorescence. In complex with the complementary RNA, acridine intercalates into the duplex formed, and fluorescence is not quenched any more. However, this approach has not been implemented in living cells. In contrast, linear bis-pyrenyl conjugates with pyrene residues attached to 2\'-hydroxyls of two adjacent nucleotides in oligo(2\'-O-methylribonucleotides) containing phosphorothioate bonds were used for visualization of c-fos mRNA *in cellulo* \[[@B166-molecules-18-15357]\]. An enhanced fluorescence signal was observed due to the property of bis-pyrenyl conjugate to increase its excimer emission upon hybridization with complementary RNA \[[@B132-molecules-18-15357],[@B133-molecules-18-15357],[@B134-molecules-18-15357]\].

Several groups have designed molecular probes with non-natural fluorescent nucleic base analogues and introduced them instead of natural bases into oligonucleotide probes, either into the same strand \[[@B167-molecules-18-15357],[@B168-molecules-18-15357]\] or into two complementary strands of a duplex \[[@B169-molecules-18-15357],[@B170-molecules-18-15357],[@B171-molecules-18-15357]\] at a distance permitting to observe FRET. Hybridization of double-labeled single strands with complementary nucleic acids changes excitonic interaction between two fluorophores, so the color of the probe changes \[[@B167-molecules-18-15357]\]. Wagenknecht's team has synthesized duplexes with thiazole orange (TO) base surrogate in one strand and thiazole red (TR) base surrogate in the other one in a close proximity. In a double-stranded state, a red light is emitted upon thiazole orange excitation due to the energy transfer from TO to TR. When the duplex dissociates or a strand displacement by a target nucleic acid occurs, no FRET is possible, and light excitation leads to green color emission of TO donor. The difference between two emission wavelength maximums is 140 nm. Using this technique, the authors could monitor penetration of the probes into living cells and their processing both for DNA \[[@B169-molecules-18-15357],[@B170-molecules-18-15357]\] and siRNA \[[@B171-molecules-18-15357]\]. They call these probes DNA or RNA "traffic lights". However, it is not clear enough how the authors distinguish between probe dissociation/interaction and degradation.

Asanuma *et al*. introduced into probes one or several perylene nucleobase analogues as acceptors and one or several pyrene analogues as donors with D-threoninols as a scaffolds. All the artificial bases were separated by one or several natural ones in order to avoid excimer fluorescence and to observe only FRET \[[@B172-molecules-18-15357]\]. These probes demonstrate a very high Stokes shift and their fluorescence spectra depend on the number of introduced donors and acceptors, on the distances between them and on the hybridization state of the probes \[[@B173-molecules-18-15357]\]. This is an interesting development with high potential; however, it was tested on DNA *in vitro* and never applied to living cells*.*

Okamoto *et al*. modified thymine nucleobase in oligonucleotide probes by attaching two thiazole orange residues to its 5-position. They have obtained a switch on/off probes that are quenched in a single-stranded state due to intramolecular excitonic interaction and develop a strong fluorescence upon hybridization with complementary DNA or RNA \[[@B174-molecules-18-15357]\]. Use of nuclease-resistant oligo(2\'-O-methylribonucleotides) possessing this modification permitted them to realize a long real-time monitoring of mRNA in living HeLa cells during all the cell life cycle \[[@B175-molecules-18-15357]\].

Seitz *et al*. introduced into central position of PNA sequence an artificial monomer, which contained fluorophore thiazole orange instead of natural nucleobase \[[@B176-molecules-18-15357],[@B177-molecules-18-15357]\]. The authors called these probes "forced intercalation probes". Upon hybridization with a complementary sequence, the base surrogate intercalates between base pairs of the duplex with the increase of its fluorescence signal up to 26 times. Moreover, differences in fluorescence enhancement allow distinguishing between completely matched and mismatched duplexes. Using these probes, the authors managed imaging of the neuraminidase (NA) mRNA in permeabilized living cells infected by H1N1 influenza virus \[[@B178-molecules-18-15357]\]. Recently they synthesized two different probes for two mRNAs, NA and matrix protein 1 (M1), labeled by two cyanine dyes, TO (green fluorescence) and BO (red fluorescence), respectively. The probes were applied for simultaneous multicolor monitoring of the temporal and spatial progression of synthesis and dynamics for these two mRNA species in infected living cells \[[@B179-molecules-18-15357]\].

4.3. Molecular Beacons
----------------------

Molecular beacons are much better adapted for intracellular microscopy observations \[[@B180-molecules-18-15357],[@B181-molecules-18-15357],[@B182-molecules-18-15357]\]. They are stem-loop hairpin oligonucleotides that contain a fluorophore at one terminus and a quencher at the other one. The loop of the hairpin is complementary to the target RNA region, while the stem-forming ends do not interact with it (or only one of two ends interacts) \[[@B183-molecules-18-15357],[@B184-molecules-18-15357],[@B185-molecules-18-15357]\]. In a stem-loop conformation fluorophore and quencher are close to each other and all the fluorescence is quenched. Upon hybridization and formation of a duplex with the target, the hairpin structure opens and the distance between fluorophore and quencher increases and becomes too large for energy transfer. There is no quenching anymore, thus fluorescence is observed ([Figure 13](#molecules-18-15357-f013){ref-type="fig"}).

The fluorescence intensity can increase up to 200-fold \[[@B180-molecules-18-15357]\], providing a much better signal to background ratio. Competition between hairpin and probe-target duplex formation allows for a better target discrimination compared to linear probes, and hence better sensitivity for single mismatch. Examples of molecular beacon systems for living cell applications are described in several publications \[[@B186-molecules-18-15357],[@B187-molecules-18-15357],[@B188-molecules-18-15357],[@B189-molecules-18-15357]\]. In the paper of Molenaar *et al*. \[[@B189-molecules-18-15357]\], molecular beacons based on oligo(2\'-O-methylribonucleotides) were applied for detection of different RNA types (such as ribosomal, small nuclear and specific messenger RNAs) in living cells. The authors have observed intracellular transcription and translation during several days without distortion of the cell life cycle.

![Mode of functioning of molecular beacons.](molecules-18-15357-g013){#molecules-18-15357-f013}

For *in vitro* studies, a method of monitoring of cellular enzymatic activity with molecular beacons has been developed. This method is based on the fact that the target sequence (complementary to the beacon's loop) is able to open the molecular beacon's hairpin only when this sequence is continuous. When it is cleaved, complementary complex dissociates and the molecular beacon restores its hairpin structure with the fluorescence quenching. Thus, endonuclease cleavage of the target leads to fluorescence quenching, in contrast, target ligation from fragments leads to appearance or enhancement of the signal. Enzymes, which affect the structure of the ends in the cleaved site (polymerases, phosphatases, kinases) can block or, in contrary, restore ligation of the fragments thus "turning off" or "turning on" the molecular beacon's fluorescence. In this way, the authors managed to monitor in real time the activities of ligases \[[@B190-molecules-18-15357],[@B191-molecules-18-15357]\], endonucleases \[[@B192-molecules-18-15357]\], phosphatases \[[@B193-molecules-18-15357],[@B194-molecules-18-15357]\], DNA polymerases \[[@B195-molecules-18-15357]\], methylases \[[@B196-molecules-18-15357]\] and kinases \[[@B197-molecules-18-15357]\], and also to monitor ATP in biological media \[[@B198-molecules-18-15357]\].

Another class of molecular beacons is represented by quencher-free probes. Molecular beacons with two pyrene moieties at different termini \[[@B199-molecules-18-15357],[@B200-molecules-18-15357]\] or at the same terminus \[[@B201-molecules-18-15357]\] are "excimer-monomer switch-type probes". They emit excimer fluorescence in a hairpin form, when two conjugated pyrenes are close one to another, but upon hybridization the monomer fluorescence prevails, even when two pyrenes are attached to the same terminus \[[@B201-molecules-18-15357]\]. Further development of molecular beacons is based on the multicolor probes \[[@B202-molecules-18-15357],[@B203-molecules-18-15357]\] and on the new design of probe architecture \[[@B193-molecules-18-15357],[@B199-molecules-18-15357],[@B204-molecules-18-15357],[@B205-molecules-18-15357]\]. In multicolor probes \[[@B202-molecules-18-15357]\], two different fluorophores are attached, one to a 3\'-end and one to a 5\'-end. In hairpin conformation, there is mutual quenching of both fluorophores (in this paper, they are 1,8-dialkynylpyrene and perylenediimide). In an opened form, upon hybridization with a target, both fluorophores become fluorescent, emitting light of different colors. Tricolor system, in addition to two conjugated fluorophores, includes also an intercalating fluorophore TOTO-3 that enhances its fluorescence upon formation of the duplex between the beacon and its target \[[@B203-molecules-18-15357]\]. Two-color quencher-free molecular beacons were also synthesized by substitution of two nucleobases in 5\'- and 3\'-parts of the hairpin stem by couple of fluorophores pyrene and Nile Red \[[@B206-molecules-18-15357]\]. Being red in a hairpin form, upon hybridization this probe changes its color to white and then to blue with the shift of maximal emission wavelength up to 225 nm.

A special case of quencher-free molecular beacons is a pH-sensitive probe. Use of pH-dependent probes has been already described for selective imaging of cancer cells with fluorescent cancer cell-targeted antibodies \[[@B207-molecules-18-15357]\]. In the case of molecular beacon, a pH-sensitive fluorophore 7-hydroxycoumarin was inserted as a nucleobase analogue into the hairpin stem \[[@B208-molecules-18-15357]\]. The pKa of 7-hydroxycoumarin depends on the microenvironment: in a single strand it has pKa 8.8, whereas being intercalated it changes its pKa to 10. Thus, in a double-stranded hairpin stem its fluorescence is quenched. In a complex with complementary strand the stem dissociates, 7-hydroxycoumarin deprotonates and upon excitation emits a fluorescent signal. It must be noted that the experiments have been done on DNA target *in vitro*, but the principle seems to be suitable for RNA.

Examples of new design of molecular beacons are shown on [Figure 14](#molecules-18-15357-f014){ref-type="fig"} (for explanations, see the figure legend). These probes have advantages of better specificity, selectivity and sensitivity (especially the second construct due to signal amplification), modulation of fluorescence spectra upon hybridization, and low level of false positive signals (see below). The last technique in combination with aptamers selected against cell surface proteins allowed to construct fluorescent DNA nanodevices on the target living cell surface \[[@B205-molecules-18-15357]\]. However, it is hardly suitable for detection of intracellular RNA.

![New types of molecular beacons. (**A**) hybrid molecular probe with two antiparallel oligonucleotide strands linked by a long poly(ethyleneglycol) chain \[[@B204-molecules-18-15357]\]. Oligonucleotides complementary to adjacent target sequences are labeled by donor and acceptor fluorophores, respectively. Upon hybridization the FRET effect is observed. (**B**) Hybridization chain reaction \[[@B199-molecules-18-15357]\]. Two molecular beacons are partially complementary and bear two pyrene moieties separated in space. Upon addition of a target, hybridization chain reaction is initiated; two pyrenes from adjacent probes appear in a close proximity and emit excimer fluorescence, which is amplified due to formation of several excimers on one target molecule.](molecules-18-15357-g014){#molecules-18-15357-f014}

The large problem of molecular beacons is the detection of false-positive signals, especially in native biological conditions. There are several reasons for it: (i) degradation of nucleic acid with the release of free or shortened oligonucleotide-bound fluorophores; (ii) unwinding of nucleic acid hairpin by SSB (single strand DNA-binding proteins that open the hairpin and stabilize the single-stranded form by binding); (iii) thermodynamic fluctuations; (iv) sticky end pairing between hybridized molecules \[[@B204-molecules-18-15357],[@B209-molecules-18-15357]\]. In order to stabilize molecular beacons, modified nucleic acids such as peptide nucleic acids (PNA) \[[@B210-molecules-18-15357]\], locked nucleic acids (LNA) and their enantiomer forms \[[@B211-molecules-18-15357],[@B212-molecules-18-15357],[@B213-molecules-18-15357],[@B214-molecules-18-15357]\] or 2\'-O-methyl-modified RNA \[[@B215-molecules-18-15357]\] are used (see Section 4.5). Heating above the denaturation temperature in order to denature the SSB protein and use of carbon nanotubes to absorb partially degraded probes due to high affinity of ssDNA to nanotubes is suitable only for *in vitro* applications \[[@B209-molecules-18-15357]\]. As it was mentioned already, new original design of molecular beacons and use of multicolor probes also help to a great extent to solve this problem.

In a very recent publication, Tan's team proposed a new targeted, self-delivered and photocontrolled molecular beacon for mRNA detection in living cells \[[@B216-molecules-18-15357]\]. This construct ([Figure 15](#molecules-18-15357-f015){ref-type="fig"}) is quite complex, but it works in living MCF-7 cells detecting manganese superoxide dismutase mRNA. The construct consists of two components: a hairpin molecular beacon itself (labeled by fluorophore Cy3 and quencher BHQ2) and a carrier probe for its intracellular delivery. The carrier probe is a DNA fragment containing a sequence complementary to the molecular beacon fused to nucleolin-recognizing internalizing aptamer AS1411. In addition, the complementary sequence has Cy5 fluorophore (to quench Cy3 fluorescence of the molecular beacon) and two photolabile internucleotide bonds that can be cleaved by UV irradiation. On the first step, the whole duplex "molecular beacon--carrier" is formed. Due to the effect FRET, only Cy5 fluorescence is seen in this case. The internalizing aptamer interacts with nucleolin, which transports the duplex inside the cell. After UV irradiation, the photolabile bonds are cleaved, the complementary strand becomes fragmented and dissociates from the duplex. Free molecular beacon either folds into a hairpin conformation with the quenching of Cy3 emission, or forms a complementary complex with the target RNA. In the latter case, a fluorescence signal of Cy3 fluorophore is observed.

![A targeted, self-delivered and photocontrolled aptamer-based molecular beacon \[[@B216-molecules-18-15357]\].](molecules-18-15357-g015){#molecules-18-15357-f015}

4.4. Binary Probes
------------------

### 4.4.1. Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) and Excimer Formation

Linear binary probes are widely used for RNA imaging \[[@B136-molecules-18-15357]\] including for FRET approach. For monitoring the c-*fos* gene mRNA in living COS7 cells before and after porbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA) stimulation, binary probes based on cyanine-labeled oligo(2\'-O-methylribonucleotides) and FRET approach were used \[[@B217-molecules-18-15357]\]. Cy3 and Cy5 dyes were taken as donor and acceptor, respectively. The authors managed to demonstrate the increase of FRET signal after PMA stimulation.

An approach similar to FRET is based on the property of two pyrene residues to form excimers being in a close proximity \[[@B131-molecules-18-15357]\]. When two oligonucleotides directed against adjacent target RNA sequences are labeled with pyrene (at 3\'- and 5\'-end, respectively), strong excimer emission appears upon their hybridization with the target. One of the most interesting examples is the work of Martí *et al*. \[[@B218-molecules-18-15357]\] in cell extracts. They used two oligo(2\'-O-methylribonucleotides) labeled by pyrene at 3\'- and 5\'-end, respectively. Upon hybridization with their target these probes formed a tandem in which two pyrenes were located in a close proximity and formed an excimer. The advantages of the pyrene probes are the following: high Stokes shift between monomer and excimer emission, and their relatively long lifetime (30--60 ns) compared to the lifetime of the autofluorescence background (about 8 ns). The authors used time-resolved emission spectroscopy in order to observe only excimer emission. This method has been applied for detection of sensorin mRNA in cell extracts from *A. californica* pleural ganglia.

### 4.4.2. Template-Directed Chemical Reactions with Activation or Formation of a Fluorophore {#sec4dot4dot2-molecules-18-15357}

Another approach is to use a specific template-directed chemical reaction to generate a fluorophore-binding structure (or to initiate fluorophore synthesis in a template-directed reaction) using two functional groups that are attached to each component of a binary probe and become adjacent upon interaction with a target. Kool's group has developed quenched autoligation (QUAL) probes \[[@B219-molecules-18-15357]\] ([Figure 16](#molecules-18-15357-f016){ref-type="fig"}).

![Quenched autoligation probes \[[@B173-molecules-18-15357]\].](molecules-18-15357-g016){#molecules-18-15357-f016}

One component of the probe contains a 3\'-thiophosphate group; the other one contains fluorescein and quencher dabsyl at the same terminus. No fluorescence is observed without target. Dabsyl is attached via activated hydroxyl group that is able to react with the thiophosphate group. When two components are in a close proximity on the target, a reaction between thiophosphate and dabsyl-activated hydroxyl leads to the autoligation of two probes and the following release of dabsyl into the medium \[[@B220-molecules-18-15357]\]. If the new linker between two components is a relatively long hydrocarbon chain, it destabilizes the ligated complementary complex, the ligation product dissociates from the target that becomes again available for the next cycle. Accumulation of fluorescent ligation products leads to amplification of the signal \[[@B221-molecules-18-15357]\]. This method has also been used in a FRET version \[[@B222-molecules-18-15357],[@B223-molecules-18-15357]\]. The cyanine acceptor Cy5 was inserted into the thiophosphate component of the binary probe. Energy transfer from fluorescein to Cy5 after matrix-assisted ligation leads to a higher intensity of the fluorescent signal and enhances the sensitivity of the probe. The use of oligo(2\'-O-methylribonucleotides) as recognition units provides higher hybridization rates and better stability \[[@B222-molecules-18-15357]\]. The QUAL probes have been applied for live cell imaging \[[@B220-molecules-18-15357],[@B221-molecules-18-15357],[@B222-molecules-18-15357],[@B223-molecules-18-15357],[@B224-molecules-18-15357]\], for example, for discrimination between three closely related bacteria using slight differences in their ribosomal RNAs \[[@B223-molecules-18-15357],[@B224-molecules-18-15357]\].

Further development of the binary template-catalyzed probes is related to new chemistries \[[@B225-molecules-18-15357],[@B226-molecules-18-15357]\]. Covalent ligation of two components increases affinity of a probe to its target. When reaction proceeds without ligation, dissociation of the probes is facilitated; that opens the way for catalytic reactions with multiple turnovers and hence signal amplification. Kool *et al*. proposed to use a reductive quencher release by bioortogonal template-directed Staudinger reaction \[[@B226-molecules-18-15357]\]. The first component of the binary probe contains a fluorescein residue and a quencher attached via α-azidoester at the same terminus. The other component contains triphenylphosphine. Reductive release of the quencher due to the Staudinger reaction induces green fluorescence. After dissociation of both components from the template, new components associate and reaction proceeds again in multiple turnovers. A FRET version of this binary system with fluorescein and TAMRA has also been realized \[[@B226-molecules-18-15357]\]. Further developments of this reaction, such as sandwich probes (three linear components and two simultaneous quencher release reactions) \[[@B227-molecules-18-15357]\], system with one fluorophore and two quenchers at the 3\'-terminus of the first component and their release via two consecutive reductions by two triphenylphosphine moieties at the 5\'-terminus of the second component \[[@B228-molecules-18-15357]\] or two-color binary probes for fine discrimination of rRNAs possessing nearly identical sequences in bacteria \[[@B229-molecules-18-15357]\] can be cited. They largely improve selectivity and sensitivity of the detection, decrease background signal and provide high fluorescence turn-on ratios.

A similar approach has been proposed by Winssinger's team. They use slightly different technique of catalytic release of quenched pro-fluorophore, which becomes fluorescent due to rearrangement of its structure. The idea was to attach this pro-fluorophore via photolabile linkage to the first oligonucleotide component and to cleave this linkage on the target template by energy transfer from the second light-activated fluorophore attached to the second oligonucleotide component \[[@B230-molecules-18-15357]\] ([Figure 17](#molecules-18-15357-f017){ref-type="fig"}).

![Template-directed light-induced catalyzed cleavage of a linker in pro-fluorophore-conjugated probe with the release of fluorescent molecule.](molecules-18-15357-g017){#molecules-18-15357-f017}

In their recent publications, the authors used PNA oligomers as template-binding parts of the probes and ruthenium-catalyzed azide photoreduction in the presence of sodium ascorbate as a fluorophore-releasing reaction \[[@B231-molecules-18-15357]\]. To realize this approach, they attached to the first PNA molecule pro-fluorescent rhodamine residue linked through an immolative linker containing azido-group. The second PNA was conjugated to ruthenium (II) complex: bis(2,20-bipyridine)-(5-isothiocyanato-phenanthroline) ruthenium. Ru(II)-catalyzed reduction of azido group on the target template under visible light irradiation leads to cleavage of the linker and release of the fluorescent rhodamine form. Multiple turnover of the catalytic reaction provides signal amplification. The authors successfully used these probes for specific imaging of microRNAs in permeabilized or transfected HeLa and breast cancer living cells \[[@B232-molecules-18-15357]\].

Seitz *et al*. used a similar principle but different chemistry: iso-cystein-mediated transfer reaction \[[@B233-molecules-18-15357]\]. They managed to transfer a quencher dabsyl from fluorescein-labeled PNA probe to TAMRA-labeled one on the target template, thus changing the signal color from red to green. Combining this method with ELISA for further signal amplification, they could detect 500 attomoles of HIV-I RNA *in vitro* \[[@B234-molecules-18-15357]\]*.* Further improvement of the method was achieved by a direct synthesis of the fluorescence molecule *de novo* on the target template \[[@B235-molecules-18-15357]\]. Two PNA oligonucleotides bearing two "halves" of stilbene fluorophore "meet" on the template. One of these "halves" is PNA-tethered benzaldehyde, the other one is 6-cyanobensyl moiety attached to PNA via triphenylphosphonium salt. Wittig reaction between two components leads to formation of stilbene residue attached to the first PNA with the cleavage of the linkage between second "half" and second PNA. Stilbene fluorescence additionally enhances by complex formation with its receptor α-cyclodextrin. Finally, the fluorescence enhancement reached 300 times. However, on our knowledge, these systems were never used in fixed or living cells.

### 4.4.3. Aptamers as Binary Probes {#sec4dot4dot3-molecules-18-15357}

Aptamers are artificially selected nucleic acids possessing high binding affinity to certain molecules or structures, such as different small molecules (e.g., dyes, drugs, biologically active substances, organic molecules, *etc*.), proteins, peptides, nucleic acids and many other targets (for recent reviews, see \[[@B236-molecules-18-15357],[@B237-molecules-18-15357],[@B238-molecules-18-15357]\]). The aptamer approach is a part of a more general combinatorial strategy \[[@B239-molecules-18-15357]\]. The advantage of RNA or DNA aptamers is, on one hand, a possibility to attach to their ends any nucleotide sequence complementary to a target RNA for matrix binding. On the other hand, it is possible to split the whole aptamer strand in two parts. Each of them is separately able to recognize a target but unable to recognize a substrate. Template-directed assembly of the aptamers on the target RNA due to interactions with the adjacent complementary sequences leads to the folding into its native structure that recovers substrate-binding ability. If this molecule is a fluorophore, especially one that can modulate its fluorescence properties upon aptamer binding, an enhanced signal is observed on the target nucleic acid only when both parts of the aptamer are bound to the adjacent positions. The principle of the method was demonstrated by targeting single-stranded DNA molecules with a malachite green-binding RNA aptamer \[[@B240-molecules-18-15357]\], and with a DNA aptamer recognizing a Hoechst derivative modified by two *tert*-butyl groups to abrogate its binding to A-T regions in the DNA minor groove \[[@B241-molecules-18-15357]\]. In both cases, a strong light-up effect has been observed upon interaction of the substrate dye with template-assembled aptamer ([Figure 18](#molecules-18-15357-f018){ref-type="fig"}).

![Fluorophore-binding aptamers as binary probes.](molecules-18-15357-g018){#molecules-18-15357-f018}

This principle opens a way for single-stranded RNA imaging *in cellulo*: as it is mentioned in \[[@B240-molecules-18-15357]\], aptamers can be expressed directly in the living cells from engineered vectors. Indeed, applications of this principle to RNA detection have been shown. An aptamer selected against sulforodamine was used for detection of target RNAs in cell extracts but not in living cells \[[@B242-molecules-18-15357]\]. Design of aptamers that are able to bind synthetic molecules mimicking the fluorophore center of GFP or enhanced GFP (EGFP) and to activate fluorescence have been described by Paige *et al*. \[[@B243-molecules-18-15357]\]. These fluorophore-aptamer complexes were used as RNA analogs of GFP and EGFP in living cells. For more information on the aptamer probing, we address the reader to recent reviews on the subject \[[@B135-molecules-18-15357],[@B136-molecules-18-15357],[@B244-molecules-18-15357]\].

4.5. Modified Oligonucleotides in Design of Nucleic Acid Probes
---------------------------------------------------------------

Oligonucleotides (including linear probes, molecular beacons, binary probes and aptamers) are highly specific to target sequences. The use of binary probes and molecular beacons opens a way to increase their sensitivity and signal-to-background ratio. However, the common drawbacks of oligonucleotide probes are (i) their poor stability in biological media (that is especially true for RNA), and (ii) their low penetration into living cells. Concerning instability, modified oligonucleotides can be used to circumvent this problem. The most adapted for this purpose seem to be PNA \[[@B46-molecules-18-15357],[@B47-molecules-18-15357],[@B230-molecules-18-15357],[@B231-molecules-18-15357],[@B232-molecules-18-15357],[@B233-molecules-18-15357],[@B234-molecules-18-15357],[@B235-molecules-18-15357]\], LNA \[[@B27-molecules-18-15357],[@B28-molecules-18-15357],[@B29-molecules-18-15357],[@B211-molecules-18-15357],[@B212-molecules-18-15357],[@B213-molecules-18-15357],[@B214-molecules-18-15357],[@B245-molecules-18-15357]\] and 2\'-O-methyl-RNA \[[@B132-molecules-18-15357],[@B133-molecules-18-15357],[@B134-molecules-18-15357],[@B163-molecules-18-15357],[@B186-molecules-18-15357],[@B189-molecules-18-15357],[@B215-molecules-18-15357],[@B217-molecules-18-15357],[@B218-molecules-18-15357],[@B220-molecules-18-15357],[@B222-molecules-18-15357],[@B223-molecules-18-15357],[@B224-molecules-18-15357]\] ([Figure 19](#molecules-18-15357-f019){ref-type="fig"}). According to literature, one of the most suitable targeting oligonucleotide analogs that respond to a majority of requirements are oligo(2\'-O-methylribonucleotides). They are more resistant in biological media than natural RNA and form relatively stable complementary complexes with DNA and particularly with RNA, as well as triple helices with double-stranded DNA \[[@B246-molecules-18-15357],[@B247-molecules-18-15357],[@B248-molecules-18-15357]\]. Coupling of thymidine nucleotide to 3\'-terminus of the probe via "inverted" 3\'-3\'-phosphodiester bonds ([Figure 19](#molecules-18-15357-f019){ref-type="fig"}) stabilizes modified oligonucleotides against 3\'-exonucleases \[[@B249-molecules-18-15357],[@B250-molecules-18-15357],[@B251-molecules-18-15357]\]. Oligo(2\'-O-methylribonucleotides) exhibit high rates of hybridization with nucleic acid targets, increased ability to bind structured RNA regions and to discriminate nucleotide mismatches in duplexes with RNA and DNA \[[@B252-molecules-18-15357]\]. In addition, duplexes of oligo(2\'-O-methylribonucleotides) with DNA are not substrates for RNase H. They are not cleaved by this enzyme \[[@B253-molecules-18-15357]\], in contrast to RNA. They are not substrates of DNA or RNA polymerases and can be used directly in biological systems in the presence of these enzymes.

![Modified oligonucleotides used for probe design. B---nucleobase. Modifications are indicated in red.](molecules-18-15357-g019){#molecules-18-15357-f019}

5. Intracellular Delivery of Oligonucleotides and Their Analogs
===============================================================

In majority of cases, the transport of probes for DNA or RNA detection into the living cells is a serious problem. It especially affects nucleic acid probes or engineered vectors. For intracellular delivery of oligonucleotides or plasmids bearing genes of endogenous RNA, aptamers or fused fluorescent proteins, a wide range of methods can be used: transfection with cationic lipids or liposomes, cationic polymers and dendrimers, peptide vectors (cell-penetrating peptides), nanoparticles, as well as microinjection, electroporation, mild detergent or pore-forming toxin streptolysin-O treatment, viral vectors, *etc*. \[[@B254-molecules-18-15357],[@B255-molecules-18-15357],[@B256-molecules-18-15357],[@B257-molecules-18-15357]\]. Development of non-toxic, low-invasive transporters for intracellular probe delivery is a large field of molecular biology, bionanotechnology and nanomedicine that could be a subject of separate review. Among the recently designed delivery vectors that have a promising future, the carbon nanotubes are worth mentioning \[[@B258-molecules-18-15357],[@B259-molecules-18-15357],[@B260-molecules-18-15357],[@B261-molecules-18-15357],[@B262-molecules-18-15357],[@B263-molecules-18-15357]\].

6. Conclusions
==============

Fluorescent microscopy of intracellular nucleic acids made great progress during the last decades. Despite the fact that the greater part of information about cellular localization of DNA and RNA has been obtained by the FISH method in fixed cells, increasing attention is now paid to direct dynamic imaging in living cells. It is a promising field of research still in full development.

In case of native DNA, different probes can be used, such as colored fluorescent proteins fused with DNA-binding proteins and expressed directly in the cells (the most sequence-specific being zinc fingers and TALEs), triplex-forming oligonucleotides and polyamide sequence-specific minor groove binders. In addition, labeled modified oligonucleotides (as LNA, and PNA) can be employed, but their interaction with dsDNA assumes its local denaturation and strand displacement. Among all these probes, only polyamide minor groove binders can penetrate into living cells without transporters. However, several problems, such as relatively low sequence specificity, insufficient sensitivity for unique sequences and high fluorescent background in living cells, still limit their potential applications. These problems could be overtaken by modifying MGB structures, selecting new light-up fluorophores and developing binary probes adapted for dsDNA.

In the case of RNA, despite development of engineered systems with fused fluorescent and RNA-binding proteins, only nucleic acid probes and their modified analogs can provide sequence-specific and sensitive RNA detection and visualization. Except for bad cell penetration, the problem of high background in living cells also arises. Several approaches are proposed to resolve this issue. Molecular beacons and different binary probes, such as FRET pairs, template-directed fluorophore activation or synthesis, excimers and exciplexes, fluorophore-binding aptamers and other systems have largely contributed toward solutions to this matter.

Penetration of labeled probes into living cells without cytotoxicity and side effects affecting cell functioning is a separate and very important task that also has to be considered during the design of reagents for live cell probing.
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BHQ

:   black hole quencher

BO, Cy3, Cy5, DRAQ5, TAMRA, TOTO

:   commercial names of fluorophores

DAPI

:   4\',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

ELISA

:   enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

FRET

:   fluorescence resonance energy transfer

GFP

:   green fluorescent protein

FISH

:   fluorescence *in situ* hybridization

LNA

:   locked nucleic acid

MGB

:   minor groove binder

PCR

:   polymerase chain reaction

PET

:   positron emission tomography

PNA

:   peptide nucleic acid

QUAL

:   quenched autoligation probe

SSB

:   single strand DNA-binding protein

TALE

:   transcription activator-like effector

TALEN

:   artificial nuclease based on TALE

TFO

:   triplex-forming oligonucleotide

TINA

:   twisted intercalating nucleic acid

TISH

:   triplex *in situ* hybridization

TO

:   thiazole orange

TR

:   thiazole red
